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The LIGO detection of GW150914 provides an unprecedented opportunity to study the two-body
motion of a compact-object binary in the large-velocity, highly nonlinear regime, and to witness the final
merger of the binary and the excitation of uniquely relativistic modes of the gravitational field. We carry out
several investigations to determine whether GW150914 is consistent with a binary black-hole merger in
general relativity. We find that the final remnant’s mass and spin, as determined from the low-frequency
(inspiral) and high-frequency (postinspiral) phases of the signal, are mutually consistent with the binary
black-hole solution in general relativity. Furthermore, the data following the peak of GW150914 are
consistent with the least-damped quasinormal mode inferred from the mass and spin of the remnant black
hole. By using waveform models that allow for parametrized general-relativity violations during the
inspiral and merger phases, we perform quantitative tests on the gravitational-wave phase in the dynamical
regime and we determine the first empirical bounds on several high-order post-Newtonian coefficients. We
constrain the graviton Compton wavelength, assuming that gravitons are dispersed in vacuum in the same
way as particles with mass, obtaining a 90%-confidence lower bound of 1013 km. In conclusion, within our
statistical uncertainties, we find no evidence for violations of general relativity in the genuinely strong-field
regime of gravity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.221101
Introduction.—On September 14, 2015, at 09∶50:45
Universal Time, the LIGO detectors at Hanford,
Washington, and Livingston, Louisiana, detected a gravi-
tational-wave (GW) signal, henceforth GW150914, with an
observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ∼24. The probability
that GW150914 was due to a random noise fluctuation was
later established to be <2 × 10−7 [1,2]. GW150914 exhib-
ited the expected signature of an inspiral, merger, and
ringdown signal from a coalescing binary system [1].
Assuming that general relativity (GR) is the correct
description for GW150914, detailed follow-up analyses
determined the (detector-frame) component masses of the
binary system to be 39þ6−4 M⊙ and 32þ4−5 M⊙ at 90%
credible intervals [3], corroborating the hypothesis that
GW150914 was emitted by a binary black hole.
In Newtonian gravity, binary systems move along
circular or elliptical orbits with a constant orbital period
[4,5]. In GR, binary systems emit GWs [6,7]; as a
consequence, the binary’s orbital period decreases over
time as energy and angular momentum are radiated away.
Electromagnetic observations of binary pulsars over the
four decades since their discovery [8,9] have made it
possible to measure GW-induced orbital-period variations
_Porb ∼ −10−14 − 10−12, confirming the GW luminosity
predicted at leading order in post-Newtonian (PN) theory
[10] (i.e., Einstein’s quadrupole formula) with exquisite
precision [11,12]. Nevertheless, even in the most relativistic
binary pulsar known today, J0737-3039 [11], the orbital
period changes at an effectively constant rate. The orbital
velocity v relative to the speed of light c is v=c ∼ 2 × 10−3,
and the two neutron stars in the system will coalesce
in ∼85 × 106 yr.
By contrast, GW150914 was emitted by a rapidly
evolving, dynamical binary that swept through the detec-
tors’ bandwidth and merged in a fraction of a second, with
_Porb ranging from ∼ − 0.1 at fGW ∼ 30 Hz to ∼ − 1 at
fGW ∼ 132 Hz (just before merger, where v=c reached
∼0.5). Thus, through GW150914 we observe the two-body
motion in the large-velocity, highly dynamical, strong-field
regime of gravity, leading to the formation of a new merged
object and generating GWs. While Solar System experi-
ments, binary-pulsar observations, and cosmological mea-
surements are all in excellent agreement with GR (see
Refs. [12–14] and the references therein), they test it in low-
velocity, quasistatic, weak-field, or linear regimes. (While
the orbits of binary pulsars are weakly relativistic, pulsars
themselves are strongly self-gravitating bodies, so they do
offer opportunities to test strong-field gravity [15,16].)
Thus, GW150914 opens up the distinct opportunity of
probing unexplored sectors of GR.
Here, we perform several studies of GW150914, aimed
at detecting deviations from the predictions of GR. Within
the limits set by LIGO’s sensitivity and by the nature of
GW150914, we find no statistically significant evidence
against the hypothesis that GW150914 was emitted by two
black holes spiraling toward each other and merging to
form a single, rotating black hole [17,18], and that the*Full author list given at end of the article.
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dynamics of the process as a whole was in accordance with
the vacuum Einstein field equations.
We begin by constraining the level of coherent (i.e., GW-
like) residual strain left after removing the most-probable
GR waveform from the GW150914 data, and we use this
estimated level to bound GR violations which are not
degenerate with changes in the parameters of the binary. We
then verify that the mass and spin parameters of the final
black hole, as predicted from the binary’s inspiral signal,
are consistent with the final parameters inferred from the
postinspiral (merger and ringdown) signal. We find that the
data following the peak of GW150914 are consistent with
the least-damped quasinormal mode (QNM) inferred from
the final black hole’s characteristics. Next, we perform
targeted measurements of the PN and phenomenological
coefficients that parametrize theoretical waveform models,
and we find no tension with the values predicted in GR and
numerical-relativity (NR) simulations. Furthermore, we
search for evidence of dispersion in the propagation of
GW150914 toward the Earth, as it would appear in a theory
in which the graviton is assigned a finite Compton wave-
length (i.e., a nonzero mass). Finally, we show that, owing
to the LIGO network configuration, we cannot exclude the
presence of non-GR polarization states in GW150914.
As we shall see, the constraints on the strong-field
dynamics of gravity obtained from GW150914 are not
yet very tight; for instance, some of the bounds on relative
deviations in PN parameters areOð1Þ. On the other hand, it
is to be noted that the LIGO detectors are still a factor of a
few away from their final design sensitivities [19], and even
louder sources than GW150914 may be seen in the near
future; moreover, as more detections are made, we will be
able to combine information from all of the observed
sources to obtain progressively sharper bounds on PN and
other coefficients.
In the rest of this Letter, when reporting physical
quantities that are redshifted in the transformation between
the source and detector frames, we refer to the detector
frame unless we specify otherwise.
Waveform models, systematics, and statistical effects.—
Tests of GR from GW observations build on the knowl-
edge of the gravitational waveform in GR, and on the
statistical properties of instrumental noise. Any uncon-
trolled systematic effect from waveform modeling and/or
the detectors could, in principle, affect the outcome of our
tests. Thus, we begin by checking to ensure that these
uncertainties either are below our measurement precision
or are accounted for.
The analytical inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR) wave-
form models used in this Letter were developed within two
frameworks: (i) the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism
[20–24], which combines PN results [10] with NR [25–27]
and perturbation theory [28–30], and (ii) a phenomeno-
logical approach [31–34] based on extending frequency-
domain PN expressions and hybridizing PN and EOB with
NR waveforms. Specifically, here we adopt the double-
spin, nonprecessing waveform model developed in
Ref. [35] using NR waveforms from Ref. [36], enhanced
with reduced-order modeling [37] to speed up waveform
generation [38,39] (henceforth, EOBNR), and the single
effective spin, precessing waveformmodel of Refs. [40–42]
(henceforth, IMRPHENOM). (The specific names of the two
waveform models that we use in the LIGO ALGORITHM
LIBRARY are SEOBNRV2_ROM_DOUBLESPIN and
IMRPHENOMPV2.) Both models are calibrated against
waveforms from direct numerical integration of the
Einstein equations.
As shown inRefs. [3,35,41,43], in the region of parameter
space relevant for GW150914, the error due to differences
between the two analytical waveform models (and between
the analytical and numerical-relativity waveforms) is
smaller than the typical statistical uncertainty due to the
finite SNR of GW150914. To assess potential modeling
systematics, we collected existing NR waveforms and
generated new, targeted simulations. The simulations were
generated with multiple independent codes [44–49], and
they sample the posterior region for the masses and spins
inferred for GW150914 [3]. Since the posteriors for the
magnitudes and the orientations of the component spins are
not very constraining, the choices for these parameters
covered wide ranges. To validate the studies below, we
added the publicly available and new NR waveforms as
mock signals to the data in the neighborhood of GW150914
[36,49,50]. A further possible cause for systematics involves
uncertainties in the calibration of the gravitational-strain
observable in the LIGO detectors. These uncertainties are
modeled and included in the results presented here accord-
ing to the treatment detailed in Ref. [3].
Residuals after subtracting the most-probable waveform
model.—The burst analysis [51], which looks for unmod-
eled transients and hence does not rely on theoretical signal
templates, can be used to test the consistency of
GW150914 with waveform models derived from GR.
Using the LALINFERENCE [52] Bayesian-inference soft-
ware library, we identify the most probable (i.e., maximum
a posteriori, henceforth MAP) binary black-hole waveform
[3], compute its effect in the Livingston and Hanford
detectors, and then subtract it from the data. If the data
are consistent with the theoretical signal, no detectable
power should remain after subtraction other than what is
consistent with instrumental noise. We analyze the residual
with the BAYESWAVE [53] algorithm developed to charac-
terize generic GW transients. BAYESWAVE uses the evi-
dence ratio (the Bayes factor) to rank competing
hypotheses given the observed data. We compare predic-
tions from models in which (i) the data contain only
Gaussian noise; (ii) the data contain Gaussian noise and
uncorrelated noise transients, or glitches; and (iii) the data
contain Gaussian noise and an elliptically polarized GW
signal. We compute the signal-to-noise Bayes factor, which
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is a measure of significance for the excess power in the
data, and the signal-to-glitch Bayes factor, which measures
the coherence of the excess power between the two
detectors.
Our analysis reveals that the GW150914 residual favors
the instrumental noise hypothesis over the presence of a
coherent signal as well as the presence of glitches in either
detectors; see the dashed lines in the top panel of Fig. 1.
The positive Bayes factor for the signal-to-glitch hypoth-
eses indicates that the data prefer the presence of a coherent
signal over glitches; nevertheless, the signal remains below
common significance thresholds, as indicated by the limit
on the residual SNRres given in the lower panel of Fig. 1
and further explained below. This is an indication of the
stability of the LIGO detectors at the time of GW150914.
We also apply the same analysis to 100 4-s long segments
of data drawn within a few minutes of GW150914, and
produce the cumulative distribution functions of Bayes
factors shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1. We find that,
according to the burst analysis, the GW150914 residual is
not statistically distinguishable from the instrumental noise
recorded in the vicinity of the detection, suggesting that all
of the measured power is well represented by the GR
prediction for the signal from a binary black-hole merger.
The results of this analysis are very similar regardless of the
MAP waveform used (i.e., EOBNR or IMRPHENOM).
We compute the 95% upper bound on the coherent
network SNRres. This upper bound is SNRres ≤ 7.3 at
95% confidence, regardless of the MAP waveform used
(i.e., EOBNR or IMRPHENOM). We note that this coherent-
burst SNR has a different meaning compared to the
(modeled) matched-filtering binary-coalescence SNR of
24 cited for GW150914. Indeed, the upper-limit SNRres
inferred for GW150914 lies in the typical range for the data
segments around GW150914 (see the bottom panel of
Fig. 1), so it can be attributed to instrument noise alone.
If we assume that SNRres is entirely due to the mismatch
between the MAPwaveform and the underlying true signal,
and that the putative violation of GR cannot be reabsorbed
in the waveform model by biasing the estimates of the
physical parameters [54,55], we can constrain the mini-
mum fitting factor (FF) [56] between the MAP model and
GW150914. An imperfect fit to the data leaves SNR2res ¼
ð1 − FF2ÞFF−2SNR2det [57,58], where SNRdet ¼ 25:3þ0.1−0.2 is
the network SNR inferred by LALINFERENCE [3].
SNRres ≤ 7.3 then implies FF ≥ 0.96. Considering that,
for parameters similar to those inferred for GW150914, our
waveform models have much higher FFs against numerical
GR waveforms, we conclude that the noise-weighted
correlation between the observed strain signal and the true
GR waveform is ≥96%. This statement can be read as
implying that the GR prediction for GW150914 is verified
to be better than 4%, in a precise sense related to noise-
weighted signal correlation, and, conversely, that effects
due to GR violations in GW150914 are limited to less than
4% (for effects that cannot be reabsorbed in a redefinition
of physical parameters).
Inspiral-merger-ringdown consistency test.—We now
perform a test to show that the entire GW150914 waveform
does not deviate from the predictions of a binary black-hole
coalescence in GR. One way to do that is to compare the
estimates of the mass and spin of the remnant obtained from
the low-frequency and high-frequency parts of the wave-
form, using the relations between the binary’s components
and final masses and the spins provided by NR [59].
For the purpose of this test, we choose fend inspGW ¼
132 Hz as the frequency at which the late-inspiral phase
ends. In Fig. 2 we plot the EOBNRMAP waveform [3] and
its 90% credible intervals, as well as the corresponding
instantaneous frequency; the vertical line marks fend insp.
Figure 3 shows the frequency-domain MAP waveform
amplitude; note that 132 Hz lies just before what is
generally denoted as the merger-ringdown phase in the
frequency domain.
To perform the test, we first truncate the frequency-
domain representation of the waveforms to lie between
FIG. 1. (Upper panel) Cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the log Bayes factor—the logarithm of the ratio of Bayesian
evidences between two competing models—for the signal-
versus-noise and signal-versus-glitch BAYESWAVE models, com-
puted for 100 4-s stretches of data around GW150914. (Lower
panel) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 95%
credible upper bound on a network coherent-burst SNR, denoted
SNR95, again computed for 100 instrument-noise segments. In
both panels, we indicate with dashed lines the log Bayes factors
and the upper bound on a coherent-burst SNR corresponding to
the residuals obtained after subtracting the most-probable wave-
form from GW150914.
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20 Hz to fend inspGW , and we estimate the posterior dis-
tributions of the binary’s component masses and spins
using this “inspiral” (low-frequency) part of the observed
signal, using the nested-sampling algorithm in the
LALINFERENCE software library [52]. We then use for-
mulas obtained from NR simulations to compute posterior
distributions of the remnant’s mass and spin. Next, we
obtain the complementary “postinspiral” (high-frequency)
signal, which is dominated by the contribution from the
merger and ringdown stages, by restricting the frequency-
domain representation of the waveforms to extend between
fend inspGW and 1024 Hz. Again, we derive the posterior
distributions of the component masses and spins, and
(by way of NR-derived formulas) of the mass and spin
of the final compact object. We note that the MAP wave-
form has an expected SNRdet ∼ 19.5 if we truncate its
frequency-domain representation to have support between
20 and 132 Hz, and ∼16 if we truncate it to have support
between 132 and 1024 Hz. Finally, we compare these two
estimates of the final Mf and dimensionless spin af and
compare them also against the estimate performed using
full inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms. In all cases, we
average the posteriors obtained with the EOBNR and
IMRPHENOM waveform models, following the procedure
outlined in Ref. [3]. Technical details about the imple-
mentation of this test can be found in Ref. [60].
This test is similar in spirit to the χ2 GW search statistic
[2,61], which divides the model waveform into frequency
bands and checks to see that the SNR accumulates as
expected across those bands. Large matched-filter SNR
values which are accompanied by a large χ2 statistic are very
likely due either to noise glitches or to a mismatch between
the signal and the model matched-filter waveform.
Conversely, reduced-χ2 values near unity indicate that the
data are consistentwithwaveformplus the expected detector
noise. Thus, large χ2 values are a warning that some parts of
the waveform are a much worse fit than others, and thus the
candidates may result from instrument glitches that are very
loud, but they do not resemble binary-inspiral signals.
However, χ2 tests are performed by comparing the data
with a single theoretical waveform, while in this case we
allow the inspiral and postinspiral partial waveforms to
select different physical parameters. Thus, this test should be
sensitive to subtler deviations from the predictions of GR.
In Fig. 4 we summarize our findings. The top panel
shows the posterior distributions of Mf and af estimated
from the inspiral and postinspiral signals, and from the
entire inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform. The plot con-
firms the expected behavior: the inspiral and postinspiral
90% confidence regions (defined by the isoprobability
contours that enclose 90% of the posterior) have a
significant region of overlap. As a sanity check (which,
strictly speaking, is not part of the test of GR that is being
performed), we also produced the 90% confidence region
computed with the full inspiral-merger-ringdown wave-
form; it lies comfortably within this overlap. We have
verified that these conclusions are not affected by the
specific formula [40,59,62] used to predict Mf and af, or
by the choice of fend inspGW within 50 Hz.
FIG. 2. MAP estimate and 90% credible regions for (upper
panel) the waveform and (lower panel) the GW frequency of
GW150914 as estimated by the LALINFERENCE analysis [3]. The
solid lines in each panel indicate the most-probable waveform
from GW150914 [3] and its GW frequency. We mark with a
vertical line the instantaneous frequency fend inspGW ¼ 132 Hz,
which is used in the IMR consistency test to delineate the
boundary between the frequency-domain inspiral and postinspiral
parts (see Fig. 3 below for a representation of the most-probable
waveform’s amplitude in frequency domain).
FIG. 3. Frequency regions of the parametrized waveform model
as defined in the text and in Ref. [41]. The plot shows the absolute
value of the frequency-domain amplitude of the most-probable
waveform from GW150914 [3]. The inspiral region (cyan) from
20 to ∼55 Hz corresponds to the early- and late-inspiral regimes.
The intermediate region (red) goes from ∼55 to ∼130 Hz.
Finally, the merger-ringdown region (orange) goes from
∼130 Hz to the end of the waveform.
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To assess the significance of our findings more quanti-
tatively, we define the parameters ΔMf=Mf and Δaf=af
that describe the fractional difference between the two
estimates of the final mass and spin, and we calculate their
joint posterior distribution, using for ðMf; afÞ the posterior
distribution obtained from the full IMR waveform; see
Ref. [60] for explicit expressions. The result is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4; the solid line marks the isoprob-
ability contour that contains 90% of the posterior. The plus
symbol indicates the null (0,0) result expected in GR,
which lies on the isoprobability contour that encloses 28%
of the posterior.
We have checked to see that, if we perform this analysis
on NR signals added to LIGO instrumental noise, the null
(0,0) result expected in GR lies within the isoprobability
contour that encloses 68% of the posterior roughly 68% of
the time, as expected from random noise fluctuations. By
contrast, our test can rule out the null hypothesis (with high
statistical significance) when analyzing a simulated signal
that reflects a significant GR violation in the frequency
dependence of the energy and angular momentum loss [60],
even when we choose violations which would be too small
to be noticeable in double-pulsar observations [12]; for an
explicit example, we refer to Fig. 1 of Ref. [60]. This
includes signals with a χ2 value close to unity, so that they
would not have been missed by the modeled-signal
searches. Thus, our inspiral-merger-ringdown test shows
no evidence of discrepancies with the predictions of GR.
The component masses and spins estimated in Ref. [3],
together with NR-derived relations, imply Mf ¼ 68þ4−4M⊙
(62þ4−4 M⊙ in the source frame) and af ¼ 0.67þ0.05−0.07 at
90% confidence. From the posterior distributions of the
mass and spin of the final black hole, we can predict the
frequency and decay time of the least-damped QNM (i.e.,
the l ¼ 2, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0 overtone) [63]. We find fQNM220 ¼
251þ8−8 Hz and τ
QNM
220 ¼ 4.0þ0.3−0.3 ms at 90% confidence.
Testing for the least-damped QNM in the data.—We
perform a test to check the consistency of the data with
the predicted least-damped QNM of the remnant black
hole. For this purpose, we compute the Bayes factor
between a damped-sinusoid waveform model and
Gaussian noise, and we estimate the corresponding param-
eter posteriors. The signal model used is hðt ≥ t0Þ ¼
Ae−ðt−t0Þ=τ cos ½2πf0ðt − t0Þ þ ϕ0, hðt < t0Þ ¼ 0, with a
fixed starting time t0, and uniform priors over the unknown
frequency f0 ∈ ½200; 300 Hz and damping time
τ ∈ ½0.5; 20 ms. The prior on amplitude A and phase ϕ0
is chosen as a two-dimensional Gaussian isotropic prior in
fAs ≡ −A sinϕ0; Ac ≡ A cosϕ0gwith a characteristic scale
H, which is in turn marginalized over the range H ∈
½2; 10 × 10−22 with a prior ∝ 1=H. This is a practical
choice that encodes relative ignorance about the detectable
damped-sinusoid amplitude in this range. We use 8 s of data
(centered on GW150914) from both detectors, bandpassed
to [20, 1900] Hz. The data are analyzed coherently,
assuming the signal arrived 7 ms earlier at Livingston
compared to Hanford, and the amplitude received in the
two detectors has an approximately equal magnitude and
opposite sign (as seen in, e.g., Fig. 1 of Ref. [1]).
We compute the Bayes factor and posterior estimates of
ff0; τg as a function of the unknown QNM start time t0,
which we parametrize as an offset from a fiducial GPS
merger time tM ¼ 1126259462.423 s (at the LIGO
Hanford site). (The merger time is obtained by taking
the EOBNR MAP waveform and lining this waveform up
with the data such that the largest SNR is obtained. The
merger time is then defined as the point at which the
quadrature sum of the hþ and h× polarizations is maxi-
mum.) Figure 5 shows the 90% credible contours in the
FIG. 4. (Top panel) 90% credible regions in the joint posterior
distributions for the mass Mf and dimensionless spin af of the
final compact object as determined from the inspiral (dark violet,
dashed curve) and postinspiral (violet, dot-dashed curve) signals,
and from a full inspiral-merger-ringdown analysis (black curve).
(Bottom panel) Posterior distributions for the parameters
ΔMf=Mf and Δaf=af that describe the fractional difference
in the estimates of the final mass and spin from inspiral and
postinspiral signals. The contour shows the 90% confidence
region. The plus symbol indicates the expected GR value (0,0).
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ff0; τg plane as a function of the merger-to-start time offset
t0 − tM, as well as the corresponding contour for the least-
damped QNM, as predicted in GR for the remnant mass
and spin parameters estimated for GW150914.
The 90% posterior contour starts to overlap with the GR
prediction from the IMR waveform for t0 ¼ tM þ 3 ms, or
∼10M after the merger. The corresponding log Bayes factor
at this point is log10 B ∼ 14 and the MAP waveform SNR is
∼8.5. For t0 ¼ tM þ 5 ms, the MAP parameters fall within
the contour predicted in GR for the least-damped QNM,
with log10B ∼ 6.5 and SNR ∼ 6.3. At t0 ¼ tM þ 6.5 ms, or
about 20M after merger, the Bayes factor is log10 B ∼ 3.5
with SNR ∼ 4.8. The signal becomes undetectable shortly
thereafter, for t0 ≳ tM þ 9 ms, where B≲ 1.
Measuring the frequency and decay time of one
damped sinusoid in the data does not by itself allow
us to conclude that we have observed the least-damped
QNM of the final black hole since the measured quality
factor could be biased by the presence of the other
QNMs in the ringdown signal (see, e.g., Refs. [63,64]
and the references therein). However, based on the
numerical simulations discussed in Refs. [65–67], one
should expect the GW frequency to level off at
10M–20M after the merger, which is where the descrip-
tion of ringdown in terms of QNMs becomes valid. For
a mass M ∼ 68M⊙, the corresponding range is ∼3–7 ms
after merger. Since this is where we observe the 90%
posterior contours of the damped-sinusoid waveform
model and the 90%-confidence region estimated from
the IMR waveform to be consistent with each other, we
may conclude that the data are compatible with the
presence of the least-damped QNM, as predicted by GR.
In the future, we will extend the analysis to two damped
sinusoids and will explore the possibility of independently
extracting the final black hole’s mass and spin. A test of the
general-relativistic no-hair theorem [68,69] requires the
identification of at least two QNM frequencies in the
ringdown waveform [64,70,71]. Such a test would benefit
from the observation of a system with a total mass similar to
the one of GW150914, but with a larger asymmetry
between component masses, which would increase the
amplitudes of the subdominant modes; a stronger misalign-
ment of the orbital angular momentum with the line of sight
would further improve their visibility [70]. Finally, the
determination of the remnant mass and spin independent of
binary component parameters will allow us to test the
second law of black-hole dynamics [72,73].
Constraining parametrized deviations from general-
relativistic inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms.—
Because GW150914 was emitted by a binary black hole
in its final phase of rapid orbital evolution, its gravitational
phasing (or phase evolution) encodes nonlinear
conservative and dissipative effects that are not observable
in binary pulsars, whose orbital period changes at an
approximately constant rate. (Current binary-pulsar obser-
vations do constrain conservative dynamics at 1 PN order
and they partially constrain spin-orbit effects at 1.5 PN
order through geodetic spin precession [12].) Those effects
include tails of radiation due to backscattering of GWs by
the curved background around the coalescing black holes
[74], nonlinear tails (i.e., tails of tails) [75], couplings
between black-hole spins and the binary’s orbital angular
momentum, interactions between the spins of the two
bodies [76–78], and excitations of QNMs [28–30] as the
remnant black hole settles in the stationary configuration.
Whether all of these subtle effects can actually be
identified in GW150914 and tested against GR predictions
depends, of course, on their strength with respect to
instrument noise and on whether the available waveform
models are parametrized in terms of those physical
effects. GW150914 is moderately loud, with SNR ∼ 24,
certainly much smaller than what can be achieved in
binary-pulsar observations. Our ability to analyze the fine
structure of the GW150914 waveform is correspondingly
limited. Our approach is to adopt a parametrized analytical
family of inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms, then treat
the waveform coefficients as free variables that can be
estimated (either individually or in groups) from the
GW150914 data [79–85]. We can then verify that the
posterior probability distributions for the coefficients
include their GR values.
The simplest and fastest parametrized waveform model
that is currently available [41] can be used to bound physical
effects only for the coefficients that enter the early-inspiral
phase because, for the late-inspiral, merger, and ringdown
phases, it uses phenomenological coefficients fitted to NR
waveforms. Louder GW events, to be collected as detector
FIG. 5. 90% credible regions in the joint posterior distributions
for the damped-sinusoid parameters f0 and τ (see the main text),
assuming start times t0 ¼ tM þ 1, 3, 5, 6.5 ms, where tM is the
merger time of the MAP waveform for GW150914. The black
solid line shows the 90% credible region for the frequency and
decay time of the l ¼ 2, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0 (i.e., the least-damped)
QNM, as derived from the posterior distributions of the remnant
mass and spin parameters.
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sensitivity improves, and more sophisticated parametrized
waveform models, will allow us to do much more stringent
and physical tests targeted at specific relativistic effects. We
work within a subset of the TIGER framework [85,86] and
perform a null-hypothesis test by comparing GW150914
with a generalized, analytical inspiral-merger-ringdown
waveform model (henceforth, GIMR) that includes para-
metrized deformations with respect to GR. In this frame-
work, deviations from GR are modeled as fractional
changes fδpˆig in any of the parameters fpig that para-
metrize the GW phase expression in the baseline waveform
model. Similar to Refs. [85,86], we only consider deviations
fromGR in theGWphase,whilewe leave theGWamplitude
unperturbed. Indeed, at the SNR of GW150914 (i.e.,
SNR ∼ 24), we expect to have much higher sensitivity to
the GW phase than to its amplitude. Also, amplitude
deviations could be reabsorbed in the calibration error
model used to analyze GW150914 [3].
We construct GIMR starting from the frequency-domain
IMRPHENOM waveform model. The dynamical stages that
characterize the coalescence process can be represented in
the frequency domain by plotting the absolute value of the
waveform’s amplitude. We review those stages in Fig. 3 to
guide the reader toward the interpretation of the results that
are summarized in Table I and Figs. 6 and 7. We refer to the
early-inspiral stage as the PN part of the GW phase. This
stage of the phase evolution is known analytically up to
ðv=cÞ7 and it is parametrized in terms of the PN coefficients
φj, j ¼ 0;…; 7 and the logarithmic terms φjl, j ¼ 5, 6. The
late-inspiral stage, parametrized in terms of σj,
j ¼ 1;…; 4, is defined as the phenomenological extension
of the PN series to ðv=cÞ11. The early- and late-inspiral
stages are denoted simply as inspiral both in Ref. [41] and
in Fig. 3. The intermediate stage that models the transition
between the inspiral and the merger-ringdown phase is
parametrized in terms of the phenomenological coefficients
βj, j ¼ 1, 2, 3. Finally, the merger-ringdown phase is
parametrized in terms of the phenomenological coefficients
αj, j ¼ 1, 2, 3. The βj’s and αj’s aim to capture the
frequency dependencies of the phase of the corresponding
regimes; see the column labeled “f dependence” in Table I.
Because of the procedure through which the model is
constructed, which involves fitting a waveform phasing
ansatz to a calibration set of EOB waveforms joined to NR
waveforms [41], there is an intrinsic uncertainty in the
values of the phenomenological parameters of the
IMRPHENOM model. For the intermediate and merger-
ringdown regime, we verified that these intrinsic uncer-
tainties are much smaller than the corresponding statistical
uncertainties for GW150914 and thus do not affect our
conclusions. In the late-inspiral case, the uncertainties
associated with the calibration of the σj parameters are
large and almost comparable to the statistical measurement
uncertainties. For this reason, we do not report results for
the σj parameters.
As mentioned, we construct the GIMR model by intro-
ducing (fractional) deformations δpˆi for each of the
IMRPHENOM phase parameters pi, which dominate
the evolution of the phase at the different stages in the
coalescence explained above. At each point in parameter
TABLE I. Summary of results for the GIMR parametrized-deviation analysis of GW150914. For each parameter in the GIMR model,
we report its frequency dependence, its median and 90% credible intervals, the quantile of the GR value of 0 in the one-dimensional
posterior probability density function. Finally, the last two columns show log10 Bayes factors between GR and the GIMR model. The
uncertainties on the log Bayes factors are 2σ. The a and b coefficients shown for δαˆ4 are functions of the component masses and spins
(see Ref. [41]). For each field, we report the corresponding quantities for both the single-parameter and the multiple-parameter analysis.
Median GR quantile log10BGRmodel
Waveform regime Parameter f dependence Single Multiple Single Multiple Single Multiple
Early-inspiral regime δφˆ0 f−5=3 −0.1þ0.1−0.1 1.4
þ3.3
−3.0 0.94 0.21 1.9 0.1

3.9 0.1
δφˆ1 f−4=3 0.3
þ0.4
−0.4 −0.4þ0.7−0.7 0.14 0.87 1.6 0.1
δφˆ2 f−1 −0.35þ0.3−0.35 −3.2
þ19.3
−15.2 0.97 0.60 1.2 0.2
δφˆ3 f−2=3 0.2
þ0.2
−0.2 2.6
þ13.8
−15.7 0.04 0.41 1.2 0.1
δφˆ4 f−1=3 −2.0þ1.6−1.8 0.5
þ17.3
−18.2 0.98 0.49 0.3 0.1
δφˆ5l logðfÞ 0.8þ0.6−0.55 −1.5þ19.1−16.3 0.02 0.55 0.7 0.1
δφˆ6 f1=3 −1.5þ1.1−1.1 −0.6
þ18.2
−17.2 0.99 0.53 0.4 0.1
δφˆ6l f1=3 logðfÞ 8.9þ6.8−6.8 −2.4þ18.7−15.2 0.02 0.57 −0.2 0.1
δφˆ7 f2=3 3.7
þ2.6
−2.75 −3.4þ19.3−14.8 0.02 0.59 −0.0 0.2
Intermediate regime δβˆ2 log f 0.1
þ0.4
−0.3 0.15
þ0.6
−0.5 0.29 0.35 1.2 0.1

2.2 0.1
δβˆ3 f
−3 0.1þ0.5−0.3 −0.0þ0.8−0.6 0.38 0.56 0.6 0.1
Merger-ringdown regime δαˆ2 f−1 −0.1þ0.4−0.4 −0.0
þ1.0
−1.15 0.68 0.51 1.1 0.1

2.1 0.1δαˆ3 f3=4 −0.5þ2.0−1.5 −0.0þ4.4−4.4 0.67 0.50 1.3 0.1
δαˆ4 tan−1ðaf þ bÞ −0.1þ0.5−0.6 −0.0þ1.2−1.1 0.61 0.55 1.2 0.1
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space, the coefficients pi are evaluated for the local
physical parameters (masses, spins) and multiplied by
factors ð1þ δpˆiÞ. When using such waveforms as tem-
plates, the parameters that are allowed to vary freely are
then the ones that are also present in the GR waveforms
(masses, spins, sky position, orientation, distance, and a
reference time and phase), together with one or more of the
δpˆi’s; the pi’s themselves are calculated using their GR
expressions in terms of masses and spins. In this para-
metrization, GR is uniquely defined as the locus in the
parameter space where all of the testing parameters δpˆi are
zero. In summary, our battery of testing parameters consists
of (i) the early-inspiral stage: fδφˆ0; δφˆ1; δφˆ2; δφˆ3;
δφˆ4; δφˆ5l; δφˆ6; δφˆ6l; δφˆ7g, (ii) the intermediate regime:
fδβˆ2; δβˆ3g, and (iii) the merger-ringdown regime:
fδαˆ2; δαˆ3; δαˆ4g. (Unlike Ref. [41], we explicitly include
the logarithmic terms δφˆ5l and δφˆ6l. We also include the
0.5 PN parameter δφˆ1; since φ1 is zero in GR, we define
δφˆ1 to be an absolute shift rather than a fractional
deformation.) We do not consider parameters that are
degenerate with either the reference time or the reference
phase. For our analysis, we explore two scenarios: a single-
parameter analysis in which only one of the testing
parameters is allowed to vary freely (in addition to masses,
spins, etc.), while the remaining ones are fixed to their GR
value, that is zero, and a multiple-parameter analysis in
which all of the parameters in one of the three sets
enumerated above are allowed to vary simultaneously.
The rationale behind our choices of single- and multiple-
parameter analyses comes from the following consider-
ations. In most known alternative theories of gravity
[13,14,88], the corrections to GR extend to all PN orders
even if, in most cases, they have been computed only at
leading PN order. Considering that GW150914 is an
inspiral-merger-ringdown signal sweeping through the
detector between 20 and 300 Hz, we expect to see signal
deviations from GR at all PN orders. The single-parameter
analysis corresponds to minimally extended models that
can capture deviations from GR that occur predominantly,
but not only, at a specific PN order. Nevertheless, should a
deviation be measurably present at multiple PN orders, we
expect the single-parameter analyses to also capture these.
In the multiple-parameter analysis, the correlations among
the parameters are very significant. In other words, a shift in
one of the testing parameters can always be compensated
for by a change of the opposite sign in another parameter
and still return the same overall GW phase. Thus, it is not
surprising that the multiple-parameter case provides a much
more conservative statement on the agreement between
GW150914 and GR. We defer to future studies the
identification of optimally determined directions in the
δpˆi space by performing a singular value decomposition
along the lines suggested in Ref. [89].
For each set of testing parameters, we perform a separate
LALINFERENCE analysis, where, in concert with the full set
of GR parameters [3], we also explore the posterior
distributions for the specified set of testing parameters.
Since our testing parameters are purely phenomenological
(except the parameters that govern the PN early-inspiral
stage), we choose their prior probability distributions to be
uniform and wide enough to encompass the full posterior
probability density function in the single-parameter case.
Specifically, we set δφˆi ∈ ½−20; 20; δβˆi ∈ ½−3; 3;
δαˆi ∈ ½−5; 5. In all cases, we obtain estimates of the
physical parameters—e.g., masses and spins—that are in
agreement with those reported in Ref. [3].
In Fig. 6 we show the 90% upper bounds on deviations in
the (known) PNparameters, δφˆiwith i ¼ 0;…; 7 (except for
i ¼ 5, which is degenerate with the reference phase), when
varying the testing parameters one at the time, keeping the
other parameters fixed to the GR value. As an illustration,
following Ref. [87], we also show in Fig. 6 the bounds
obtained from themeasured orbital-period derivative _Porb of
the double pulsar J0737-3039 [12]. Also, for the latter,
bounds are computed by allowing for possible violations of
GR at different powers of frequency, one at a time. Not
surprisingly, since in binary pulsars the orbital period
changes at essentially a constant rate, the corresponding
FIG. 6. 90% upper bounds on the fractional variations of the
known PN coefficients with respect to their GR values. The
orange squares are the 90% upper bounds obtained from
the single-parameter analysis of GW150914. As a comparison,
the blue triangles show the 90% upper bounds extrapolated
exclusively from the measured orbital-period derivative _Porb of
the double pulsar J0737-3039 [12,87], here, too, allowing for
possible GR violations at different powers of frequency, one at a
time. The GW phase deduced from an almost constant _Porb
cannot provide significant information as the PN order is
increased, so we show the bounds for the latter only up to
1PN order. We do not report on the deviation of the 2.5 PN
coefficient, which is unmeasurable because it is degenerate with
the reference phase. We also do not report on the deviations of the
logarithmic terms in the PN series at 2.5 PN and 3 PN order,
which can be found in Table I and in Fig. 7.
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bounds quickly become rather loose as the PN order is
increased. As a consequence, the double-pulsar bounds are
significantly less informative than GW150914, except at
0 PN order, where the double-pulsar bound is better thanks
to the long observation time (∼10 yr against ∼0.4 s for
GW150914). (We note that when computing the upper
bounds with the binary-pulsar observations, we include the
effect of eccentricity only in the 0 PN parameter. For the
higher PN parameters, the effect is not essential considering
that the bounds are not very tight.) Thus, GW150914 allows
us for the first time to constrain the coefficients in the PN
series of the phasing up to 3.5 PN order.
Furthermore, in Table I and Fig. 7 we summarize the
constraints on each testing parameter δφˆi for the single- and
multiple-parameter analyses. In particular, in the sixth and
seventh columns of Table I, we list the quantile at which the
GR value of zero is found within the marginalized one-
dimensional posterior (i.e., the integral of the posterior
from the lower bound of the prior up to zero). We note that
in the single-parameter analysis, for several parameters, the
GR value is found at quantiles close to an equivalent of
2σ − 2.5σ, i.e., close to the tails of their posterior proba-
bility functions. It is not surprising that this should happen
for the majority of the early-inspiral parameters since we
find that these parameters have a substantial degree of
correlation. Thus, if a particular noise realization causes the
posterior distribution of one parameter to be off centered
with respect to zero, we expect that the posteriors of all of
the other parameters will also be off centered. This is
indeed what we observe. The medians of the early-inspiral
single-parameter posteriors reported in Table I show
opposite sign shifts that follow closely the sign pattern
found in the PN series.
We repeated our single-parameter analysis on 20 data
sets obtained by adding the same NR waveform with
GW150914-like parameters to different noise-only data
segments close to GW150914. In one instance, we
observed δφˆi posterior distributions very similar to those
of Table I and Fig. 7, both in terms of their displacements
from zero and of their widths, whereas for the others the
displacements tended to be much smaller (though the
widths were still comparable). Thus, it is not unlikely that
instrumental noise fluctuations would cause the degree of
apparent deviation from GR found to occur in the single-
parameter quantiles for GW150914, even in the absence of
an actual deviation from GR. However, we cannot fully
exclude a systematic origin from inaccuracies or even
missing physics in our waveform models. Future observa-
tions will shed light on this aspect.
In the multiple-parameter analysis, which accounts for
correlations between parameters, the GR value is usually
found to be very close to the median of the marginalized
distributions. This is partly due to the fact that we are not
sensitive to most of the early-inspiral parameters, with the
exception of the 0PN and 0.5PN coefficients. As for the
intermediate and merger-ringdown parameters, since most
of the SNR for GW150914 comes from the high-frequency
portion of the observed signal, we find that the constraints
on those coefficients are very robust and essentially
independent of the analysis configuration chosen, single
or multiple.
Finally, the last two columns of Table I report the
logarithm of the ratio of the marginal likelihoods (the
logarithm of the Bayes factor log10 BGRmodel) as a measure of
the relative goodness of fit between the IMRPHENOM and
GIMR models (see Ref. [3] and the references therein). If
FIG. 7. Violin plot summarizing the posterior probability density distributions for all of the parameters in the GIMR model. (Summary
statistics are reported in Table I.) From left to right, the plot shows increasingly high-frequency regimes, as outlined in the text and
Fig. 3; the leftmost posteriors, labeled from 0 PN to 3.5 PN, are for the early-inspiral PN regime; the βi and αi parameters correspond to
the intermediate and merger-ringdown regimes. Note that the constraints get tighter in the merger and ringdown regimes. In red, we
show posterior probability distributions for the single-parameter analysis, while in cyan we show the posterior distribution for the
multiple-parameter analysis. The black error bar at 0PN shows the bound inferred from the double pulsar; higher PN orders are not
shown, as their constraints are far weaker than GW150914’s measurement and they would appear in the plot as vertical black lines
covering the entire y axis. The 2.5 PN term reported in the figure refers to the logarithmic term δφˆ5l. Because of their very different scale
compared to the rest of the parameters, the 0 PN and 0.5 PN posterior distributions from GW150914 and the double-pulsar limits at 0 PN
order are shown on separate panels. The error bars indicate the 90% credible regions reported in Table I. Because of correlations among
the parameters, the posterior distribution obtained from the multiple-parameter analyses in the early-inspiral regimes are informative
only for the 0.5 PN coefficient.
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log10 BGRmodel < 0ð>0Þ, then GR fits the data worse (better)
than the competing model. The uncertainty over
log10 BGRmodel is estimated by running several independent
instances of LALINFERENCE. The log10 BGRmodel values
shown in Table I corroborate our finding that
GW150914 provides no evidence in support of the hypoth-
esis that GR is violated [90].
As an aside, we note that GW150914 was detected with
the LIGO detectors at about one third of their final design
sensitivity, which is expected to be achieved around 2019
[19]. Hence, future detections are expected to occur with
larger SNRs, leading to tighter bounds on the phase
coefficients. It is also worth noting that the posterior
density functions for the δpˆi from all future detections
can be combined, leading to a progressive improvement of
the bounds on these parameters.
Constraining the graviton Compton wavelength.—Since
the 1970s, there have been attempts to construct theories of
gravity mediated by a graviton with a nonzero mass. Those
attempts have led to conceptual difficulties; some of these
have been addressed, circumvented, or overcome, but
others remain open (see Ref. [91] and the references
therein). Here, we take a phenomenological approach
and consider a hypothetical massive-graviton theory in
which, due to a modification of the dispersion relation,
GWs travel at a speed different than the speed of light.
In GR, gravitons are massless and travel at the speed of
light, vg ¼ c. In a massive-graviton theory, the dispersion
relation can be modified to E2 ¼ p2c2 þm2gc4, where E is
the graviton energy, p the momentum, and mg the graviton
rest mass, related to the graviton’s Compton wavelength by
λg ¼ h=ðmgcÞ, with h the Planck constant. Thus, we have
v2g=c2 ≡ c2p2=E2 ≃ 1 − h2c2=ðλ2gE2Þ, and the massive
graviton propagates at an energy (or frequency) dependent
speed. Another effect one expects on general grounds is
that the Newtonian potential gets altered by a Yukawa-type
correction whose characteristic length scale is λg: φðrÞ ¼
ðGM=rÞ½1 − expð−r=λgÞ.
Existing bounds on λg that do not probe the propagation
of gravitational interactions (i.e., the so-called static
bounds), come from Solar System observations [92,93]
(which probe the above Yukawa-corrected Newtonian
potential), the nonobservation of superradiant instabilities
in supermassive black holes [94], model-dependent studies
of the large-scale dynamics of galactic clusters [95], and
weak lensing observations [96]; these bounds are
2.8 × 1012, 2.5 × 1013, 6.2 × 1019, and 1.8 × 1022 km,
respectively. We note that the bound from superradiance
relies on the assumption that the very massive, compact
objects in the centers of galaxies are indeed supermassive
Kerr black holes, as opposed to other, more exotic objects.
As was also stressed in Ref. [93], the model-dependent
bounds from clusters and weak lensing should be taken
with caution, in view of the uncertainties on the amount of
dark matter in the Universe and its spatial distribution. The
only dynamical bound to date comes from binary-pulsar
observations [97] and it is λg > 1.6 × 1010 km. If the
Compton wavelength of gravitons is finite, then lower
frequencies propagate slower compared to higher frequen-
cies, and this dispersion of the waves can be incorporated
into the gravitational phasing from a coalescing binary.
Specifically, neglecting all possible effects on the binary
dynamics that could be introduced by the massive-graviton
theory, Ref. [93] found that the phase term ΦMGðfÞ ¼
−ðπDcÞ=½λ2gð1þ zÞf (formally a 1PN-order term) should
be added to the overall GW phase. In this expression, z is
the cosmological redshift and D is a cosmological distance
defined in Eq. (2.5) of Ref. [93].
GW150914 allows us to search for evidence of
dispersion as the signal propagated toward Earth. We
perform the analysis by explicitly including the formally
1PN-order term above [93,98] in the EOBNR and
IMRPHENOM GW phases and treating λg as an additional,
independent parameter [99]. We assume a standard Λ cold
dark matter cosmology [100] and a uniform prior proba-
bility on the graviton massmg ∈ ½10−26; 10−16 eV=c2, thus
the prior on λg is ∝ 1=λ2g. In Fig. 8 we show the cumulative
posterior probability distribution for λg obtained from
combining the results of the two waveform models
(EOBNR and IMRPHENOM) following the procedure out-
lined in Ref. [3]. We find no evidence for a finite value of
λg, and we derive a dynamical lower bound, λg > 1013 km
at 90% confidence, which corresponds to a graviton mass
mg ≤ 1.2 × 10−22 eV=c2. This bound is approximately a
factor of 3 better than the current Solar System bound
[92,93], and ∼3 orders of magnitude better than the bound
from binary-pulsar observations [97], but it is less con-
straining than model-dependent bounds coming from the
large-scale dynamics of galactic clusters [95], weak gravi-
tational-lensing observations [96], and the nonobservation
of superradiant instability in supermassive black holes [94].
No constraint on non-GR polarization states.—GR
predicts the existence of two transverse-traceless tensor
polarizations for GWs. More general metric theories of
gravitation allow for up to four additional polarization
states: a transverse scalar mode and three longitudinal
modes [13,101]. Because the Hanford and Livingston
LIGO instruments have similar orientations, they are
sensitive to a very similar linear combination of the GW
polarizations, so it is difficult to distinguish between the
GR and non-GR states.
As an illustration, we use the BAYESWAVE GW-transient
analysis algorithm [53] to reconstruct the GW150914
waveform, assuming the simplest case in which the signal
consists entirely of the transverse scalar (breathing) mode.
We compare the reconstructed waveforms and power
spectral densities (PSDs) for the pure scalar mode and
GR models, and we find the log Bayes factor between the
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two hypotheses to be logBGRscalar ¼ 1.3 0.5when using the
PSD from the breathing mode analysis and logBGRscalar ¼
−0.2 0.5 when using the PSD from the GR analysis. In
both cases, the log Bayes factors do not significantly favor
one model over the other. The only notable difference is in
the reconstructed sky locations; the latter reflects the
different response of the detector network to the tensor
components compared to the purely scalar mode.
We reiterate that this test is only meant to illustrate the
difficulty in distinguishing between GR and non-GR
polarization states on the basis of GW150914 data alone.
Furthermore, the results are not in contradiction with the
comprehensive parameter estimation studies of GW150914
[3], which model only the transverse-traceless GR polar-
izations. Finally, we note that in the weakly dynamical
regime, binary pulsars [12] do provide evidence in favor of
GR, in that they would have a different decay rate if scalar
radiation were to dominate. To directly study the polari-
zation content of gravitational radiation from the strong-
field dynamics, a larger network including detectors with
different orientations, such as Advanced Virgo [102],
KAGRA [103], and LIGO-India [104], will be required,
at least in the context of unmodeled GW-signal
reconstruction.
Outlook.—The observation of GW150914 has given us
the opportunity to perform quantitative tests of the genu-
inely strong-field dynamics of GR. We investigated the
nature of GW150914 by performing a series of tests
devised to detect inconsistencies with the predictions of
GR. With the exception of the graviton Compton wave-
length and the test for the presence of a non-GR
polarization, we did not perform any studies aimed at
constraining parameters that might arise from specific
alternative theories [13,14,88], such as Einstein-æther
theory [105] and dynamical Chern-Simons theory [106],
or from compact-object binaries composed of exotic
objects such as boson stars [107] and gravastars [108].
Studies of this kind are not yet possible since we lack
predictions for what the inspiral-merger-ringdown GW
signal should look like in those cases. We hope that the
observation of GW150914 will boost the development of
such models in the near future.
In future work we will also attempt to measure more than
one damped sinusoid from the data after GW150914’s
peak, thus extracting the QNMs and inferring the final
black hole’s mass and spin. We will thus be able to test the
no-hair theorem [68,69] and the second law of black-hole
dynamics [72,73]. However, signals louder than
GW150914 might be needed to achieve these goals. GR
predicts the existence of only two transverse polarizations
for GWs. We plan to investigate whether an extended
detector network will allow the measurement of non-
transverse components [13] in further GW signals.
The constraints provided by GW150914 on deviations
from GR are unprecedented due to the nature of the source,
but they do not reach high precision for some types of
deviation, particularly those affecting the inspiral regime. A
much higher SNR and longer signals are necessary for
more stringent tests. However, it is not clear up to which
SNR our parametrized waveform models are still a faithful
representation of solutions of Einstein’s equations.
Furthermore, to extract specific physical effects we need
waveform models that are expressed in terms of relevant
parameters. We hope that others, encouraged by
GW150914, will make further efforts to develop reliable,
physically relevant, and computationally fast waveform
models. More stringent bounds can be obtained by com-
bining results from multiple GW observations
[60,85,86,99]. Given the rate of coalescence of binary
black holes as inferred in Ref. [109], we are looking
forward to the upcoming joint observing runs of LIGO
and Virgo.
The detection of GW150914 ushers in a new era in the
field of experimental tests of GR. The first result of this era
is that, within the limits set by our sensitivity, all of the tests
performed on GW150914 provided no evidence of dis-
agreement with the predictions of GR.
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